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YNAP takes on the challenge: the race for watches and jewelry is online
By Giulia Crivelli

Marchetti: the first to have a dedicated section

"The excellent results are visible to everyone and the choice to add high-end watches and jewelery
on Net-a-porter and Mr. Porter appears a winning choice to analysts and companies in the industry. But
when I launched the idea and put it into practice, more than a year ago, I was greeted by some skepticism.
Not by customers, fortunately. "

Federico Marchetti, CEO of YNAP, the group born from the merger between YOOX and NET-A-PORTER,
is (also) famous for being in constant research of analysis and knowledge tools. He observes and studies
what happens every day, even every minute, on the YNAP portals (YOOX, NET-A-PORTER, MR PORTER
and THE OUTNET); he looks carefully at the competition; travels continuously between a continent and the
other and even finds time to take part to the most important fashion weeks, always in front row at the most
important intuitions, which become strategies. As it happened for jewelry and watches: "I'm used to
skepticism. Most of the people, even in an "accelerated" world like the one we live in after the revolution
brought by internet, are scared of changes. The choice to bet on hard luxury seemed really natural to me:
who buys on NET-A-PORTER or MR PORTER clothing and accessories, respectively for woman and for
men, for thousands of euros could only appreciate the increase of the offer to high-end watches and
jewels ».

In less than a year, collaborations between YNAP and the luxury brands have multiplied, and the sales of
Cartier, Boucheron, Buccellati, Chopard, Jaeger-LeCoultre, Officine Panerai and Tag Heuer have been
included in the 2017 financial statement, published on March 6, as a growth engine for sales.
"We also “shook” things up in the sector – emphasizes Marchetti – Many have followed our path and
there is a huge potential online. As there is, in general, for branded jewelry. Part of the business of the
group are the online stores that we build and manage for other brands, the ones we call "Powered by
Yoox". Never say never: in the future we could extend partnerships of this kind also to hard luxury ».

In the short term, however, Marchetti, who founded Yoox in 2000, is focused on the Group. Within
this month NET-A-PORTER will have a dedicated section of high-end watches and jewelry, while already
from March 15th a new line of Cartier male timepieces is available on MR PORTER. Not only: for a few days
only, always on MR PORTER, customers can purchase a one-of-a-kind piece, the Blue version
of the Bell & Ross BR-X1 Skeleton Tourbillon Sapphire, the most expensive item ever put up for sale
on the site during its seven years of life: it costs 400 thousand euros. But how do transactions of this
magnitude occur online? Do credit cards with this plafond exist? "It is not necessary to have a black
American Express – says the CEO of YNAP -. The hard luxury offering is for our EIP customers,
acronym that we invented because we did not like the term VIP. It stands for "Extremely Important
People":
They represent 2% of our In-Season customers and account for 40% of purchases made on NET-A-
PORTER and MR PORTER. We know them, there is extreme mutual trust, we already organize at home
visits for high-value clothing and accessories, private views, trunk shows. The conclusion of the transaction
can take place offline ".

In the new NET-A-PORTER section there will be even more content and information, prepared internally in
collaboration with the brands. "We will also refer to the sustainability topic, very important for jewelry and
for Millennials – says Marchetti – and, since the beginning, for YNAP: NET-A-PORTER and MR PORTER are
certified by the Responsible Jewelery Council (RJC), the no-profit organization that promotes responsible
rules and practices, social and environmental ethics, respecting the human rights throughout the supply
chain of the diamonds industry, goldsmith's, from mining to retail".


